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THE REPORT WRITERS
These valuable individuals slave away, day after day,
working hard to build the reports that others will use to run
the business. They are often underappreciated and stuck
toiling late into the evening hours to meet some deadline.
They deal with oft-changing requirements and the tedious
nature of formatting, and these fine employees labor away
trying to please the whims of every business analyst and
executive.

OK, so maybe it’s not quite that bad for the report writers
out there, but if you’re a developer or DBA and get tasked
with a report, you might feel you’re stuck in a battle
between patience and sanity. If you’ve ever been asked to
move a chart 2 pixels to the left or to make sure that page
breaks don’t affect commissions but should affect sales by
region, you understand.

This month we bring you a Reporting Services issue, or very
nearly one. Our modeling column by Paul Neilson contin-
ues with a look at situational modeling and we squeeze in
an Integration Services look at fuzzy grouping that we
couldn’t fit in the November – December issue.

We have a few great real world articles on Reporting
Services, including a look at how well SSRS scales in an
enterprise. We also have one from our regular author in St
Louis, Kathi Kellenberger, examining her first impressions of
the 2005 upgrade. There’s a unique solution, implementing
a document management system that takes advantage of
Reporting Services as well as to ensure that you can find
the documents you need in a timely fashion when you’ve
got thousands to manage.

Lastly, we take a look at how you can re-use some of your
report code in smart client window applications. Report
writing can be a chore; you certainly don’t want to do it
more than once if you can avoid it.

I haven’t had the need here to make much use of
Reporting Services at all. I am my only client and demand
very little in the way of flashy data displays. Give me a result
set any day to base my decisions on- preferably with Query
Analyzer and the query code itself.

Preferably with Query Analyzer and the query code itself.

Steve Jones

If you are interested in seeing your company and team
in print and have a team willing to contribute, send a

note to me (sjones@sqlservercentral.com).
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Introduction

SQL Server 2005 Reporting Service (SSRS) has been introduced
as an essential component in SQL Server 2005 for solution devel-
opers to build Enterprise Reporting. It allows reporting design,
execution, publishing, multi-format rendering, flexible ad-hoc
reporting and many other exciting features - all included as out-
of-box functionalities. 

The installation and deployment of Reporting Service is simple
and easy for initial, or standard, deployment. When organiza-
tions grow the number of users, expected performance, volume
of reporting views and transactions will increase. These factors
constantly place increasing stresses on the Reporting Service as
the system performance starts to impact End-user experiences.
Typically, IT teams also face difficulties when they are scaling
existing systems, extending functionalities and managing all
these efforts while keeping the systems up and running. How to
design a reporting solution that can scale is inevitably one of
the key areas to address enterprise solutions’ non-functional
requirement. 

Scalability is to ensure a solution is expandable with additional
resources without significant changes to the original system
design. This document is focusing on the how-to topic to guide
enterprise architects, solution designers, and IT technical admin-
istrators to master the scalable options of deploying Reporting
solution that is using Microsoft SQL Server Reporting Service
(SSRS) for enterprise reporting. 

In the following sessions we will discuss multiple options of scal-
ing an Enterprise Reporting solution. In-depth and detailed
instructions are also provided to allow step-by-step guidance to
install and configure Reporting Service to realize the scalabili-
ties required by various organizations.

Reporting Architecture

To start with, let us briefly review a typical reporting architecture
implementation. Although you can choose to implement
Reporting Service in many different ways; i.e., all-in-one server or
multiple servers, from logical architecture perspective a logical
implementation of Enterprise Reporting architecture most likely
includes the following four tiers:

CClliieenntt  TTiieerr: Business front-end application and technologies.
Web Browser is the most typical UI interface for today’s enter-
prise and it is supported richly by SQL 2005 Reporting Service.
Other client tier technologies might include custom applica-
tions, Office (Excel/Assess), SharePoint web portal and even
advanced BI apps like ProClarity.

RReeppoorrttiinngg  TTiieerr::  This is the core tier of SQL 2005 Report Server, and
mostly comes with direct installation of the Reporting Service,
Report Manager, Web Services, etc. All of them are design fea-
tures from SQL 2005 Product packages.

DDaattaa  TTiieerr::  The central place of enterprise’s data store and ware-
house. Enterprises might choose to just use data stores, marts, or
warehouse, or to build out OLAP type BI Cubes for more sophis-
ticated multi-dimensional data consumptions to support the
Reporting Tier processing requests

IInntteeggrraattiioonn  TTiieerr::  Business Integration is one of today’s most criti-
cal capabilities for enterprise. More or less, the Integration
involves data sending and receiving within or across multiple
applications and systems. For Enterprise Reporting, this is the
area where internal or external data and/or information come
together to connect wider enterprises.

To illustrate the four-tier architecture, please see Figure 1 below.

Figure 1 – Logical Reporting Architecture

An Important Message

An effective scalable enterprise solution should address the
scalability in various tiers when applicable. The scalability
needs could appear to any tier of these logical layers as illus-
trated in Figure 1. For example, when the number of users
increases, the Client Tier should be examined for scaling in
order to maintain the system’s performance and other attrib-
utes of the system architecture. On the other hand Reporting
Processing Tier is the backbone implementation of Reporting
Service, so it will dictate data processing and rendering per-
formance. Data Tier is the backend centralized data layers
used to store and process all reporting data needs. It normally
has a high impact on system performance when reports are
complicated and require large data manipulations. In addition,
an examination of scalability could end up with actions of scal-
ing more than just one layer. 

In real life business enterprise production environment the chal-

SCALABILITY SQL 2005 ENTERPRISE REPORTING
BY: William Li



lenges might rise from increased high traffic report viewers,
large data size and complexity of the backend database,
increasing demands on the reporting process, and delivery per-
formances. As an important guideline, you should truly under-
stand what the system bottlenecks are in order to choose and
apply the most efficient solution to address the scalability.

Scalability in Reporting

There are already many resources available for scaling Client
Tier and Databases. In this paper our discussions will focus on
the scalability in the Reporting Tier based on SQL Server 2005.
We will discuss the challenges of Reporting Tier, then provide
detailed corresponding options and implementation steps to
scale the enterprise reporting solutions to address these needs.

Normal Reporting Installation

To understand the scalability issues we need to understand the
Reporting Service architecture and its normal installation. The
Reporting Service has several key components:

Table 1 – Reporting Service Key Components

You can also see Figure 2 – High Level Reporting Component
for better illustration through graphic representation.

Figure 2 – High Level Reporting Components

A normal deployment of SQL Server 2005 Reporting Service is to
install all these high level components in one single physical
Windows Server. 

Many practical implementations prove that in small size organ-
izations - users ranging from dozens to low hundreds - normal
deployment is sufficient for general reporting. If your need can
be satisfied through normal deployment, it is highly recom-

mended to do so as the maintenance and manageability are
fairly simple for IT and administration. If your system’s needs go
beyond what a normal deployment can handle, assessing
scale-up and/or scale-out should be in your agenda.

Scale-up vs. Scale-Out

Although the Figure 1 Four-Tier Architecture is a logical imple-
mentation in Enterprise Reporting, it represents a typical and
scalable design. It is very important to understand that a flexible
design of Reporting solution enables possibility of scalability.
Under a flexible design a solution can be deployed on a single
server or across multiple servers, depending on their needs and
preferences. On the other hand, if a solution is poor designed it
might limit the options for future scalabilities and expansions.    

When discussing system scalability, there are two approaches
to consider – Scale-Up and Scale-Out. A SSccaallee--UUpp approach
normally means to enhance and upgrade a specific single
physical server to provide additional capacity. Additional/faster
memory, multi-processors, disk systems or other key hardware
components within a server are always the areas for upgrade
consideration. With some scenarios, replacing with an entirely
new model or more powerful server can also be an option. A
benefit in this approach, compared to scale-out, is that since it
typically is not involving any software related changes it pro-
vides a simplified configuration and management experience. 

SSccaallee--oouutt, on the other hand, is an approach that uses multiple
servers to make duplicates of original single machine within a
solution implementation in order to provide more processing
capacity. Scale-Out approach normally requires configuration
changes to enable the solution to be aware and able to lever-
age the power of multiple servers rather than one server.
Primarily, scale-out does the following:

• Additional capacity can be added or removed
as needed

• Load-balance heavy workloads across multiple
commodity servers

• Fault tolerance - Reduces single point of failure 

With today’s increasingly complex software solution, Scale-Out
option requires careful examination in the architecture and
design layers in order to ensure that the solution architecture
supports using multiple servers to substitute one original server.
Many components within a solution might not support Scale-
Out option due to the desire of being the unique data point,
centralized controller, or other scenarios. A table below can
help to compare the benefits of Scale-Up vs. Scale-Out.

Table 2 – Benefits of Scale-Up vs. Scale-Out

Reporting Service supports both the Scale-Up and the Scale-
Out approach. You can choose Scale-up and/or Scale-Out to
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SSccaallee--UUpp SSccaallee--OOuutt

• Limited Licensing Cost Increase • Reduces Single Point of Failure

• Management Simplicity • Add Capacity as Needed

• Low Costs of Hardware

• Load-balance traffics

CCoommppoonneenntt PPrroodduucctt  //  TTeecchhnnoollooggyy

IIS Microsoft Internet Information Server

Report Manager Web Application Developed to
Provide User Interface accessing
Reporting Functionalities

Reporting Service Web Service that handles URL or SOAP
requests and processes reports,
manages snapshot/cache and
provides security management

Report Catalog Two meta databases – ReportServer
and ReportServerTempDB. 

Report Database Server SQL Server Database to host the two
meta databases for Report Server.

Note that this is internal for Report
Server and has nothing to do with
Client’s Data which resides in a
different database server
(Data Warehouse or Data Mart)
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improve your system performance. For a given Reporting archi-
tecture as illustrated in Figure 2, the scaling options include:

• Scaling up the Reporting process tier server for higher
configurations with more memory, higher number of
processors, or higher end system architecture (32 bits vs.
64 bits), etc.

• Scaling out the report server from one server to multiple
identical servers.

• Scaling up the backend database server to higher end
system for better throughout, including memory, proces-
sors, 32 or 64 bits architecture, SAN disk systems, etc.

Scaling up your system might be more suitable for some organ-
izations than others. However, it is not true that scale-up is always
easier or less costly than scale-out solutions. There is an excellent
paper [MILLER2005] published by Microsoft that has additional
discussions about Scale-up vs. Scale-out. 

Scaling up for Enterprise Reporting

Generally speaking you can apply the scale-up approach to
any physical server without impacting a solution’s architec-
ture/design, with some exceptional cases; i.e., certain software
or license might restrict the maximum Memory or number of
CPUs you can use. However, a thorough study should be con-
ducted to provide the understanding of where system bottle-
necks are, and will be extremely helpful before further invest-
ments are made. There are many tools to measure your system
bottleneck and to determine if it is in its best interests to scale up
your system without significantly changing your design. The key
resources in scale-up options include:

•• CCoonnffiigguurraattiioonnss
Strictly speaking tuning configurations; i.e., max number of
threads, do not fall into the scaling options but many
organizations might not pay enough attention to these
options before spending numerous resources to invest in
scale-up and/or scale-out solutions.

Make sure your configurations are set correctly and tuned
to meet the system challenges. This could mean configu-
rations on the IIS, Virtual Memory, Caching and other set-
tings available.

•• MMeemmoorryy
With the lower cost of memory, adding more memory to
servers is one of the popular scale-up options. 

•• PPrroocceessssoorrss
If your reporting solution is CPU bound, investing in a high-
er speed of processors or a higher number of processors
could be a viable solution. 

•• DDiisskk  II//OO
After checking Memory, CPU, and other resources, you
might find that many data processing systems are disk I/O
bound in the end. Disk operations are expensive, and with
today’s business operations there are more and more
heavy loads on the data calculations and manipulations. 

When using tools to measure and determine the bottleneck of

your system in order to identify available scaling options, please
remember that there might be more than one bottleneck that
is impacting your systems. In fact, there is always more than one
bottleneck in a system, given the fact that there are no unlimit-
ed resources available to an organization. When the system
moves along after you have resolved one bottleneck there will
be always be another bottleneck down the line somewhere,
and before it appears to be significant. The important point
here is that you should only invest on the point, or points, that
cause the blocking impacts to your solutions, and to keep close
watch on others.

The backend database server normally is not applicable to be
scaled out because it is the central repository for data storage.
You can scale it up with many options as listed above.

Scaling Out for Enterprise Reporting

Options of Scaling Out Reporting 

As we discussed earlier, in normal deployment of SSRS the five
key components listed in Table 1 can be installed on a single
physical server.  When considering a scale-out for Reporting
Service, you can choose the from the following or from multiple
options:

• Scale out the IIS and Report Manager into separate serv-
er(s)

• Scale out the Reporting Service to separate Windows
Server (s)

• Scale out the Report Catalog DB and the Report
Database Server (SQL Server) into separate server

Figure 3 – Scale-Out Options for Reporting Server

Obviously, for these scaled-out components, they will all need a
separate OS and a physical server to host if scales out to a sep-
arate server. To demonstrate the three scaling out options, the
following diagram (Figure 4) shows the first solution of a physical
implementation:

Figure 4 - Scale-out Installation of Reporting Service

As you can see, this solution includes three separate servers for
Reporting: Report Manager Server, Reporting Service Server,
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and Report Database Server. For easier discus-
sion and to avoid confusion between the termi-
nology of Reporting Service and Report Server,
let’s use the following terminologies:

•• WWeebb  SSeerrvveerr (Internet-facing) as the physi-
cal server of hosting IIS and running
Report Manager

•• RReeppoorrttiinngg  SSeerrvviiccee  SSeerrvveerr as the physical server running
SQL 2005 Reporting Service

•• RReeppoorrtt  DDBB  SSeerrvveerr as the SQL Server hosting the Report DB
and Temp DB.

The first thing to know about scale-out reporting service is the
type of SQL Server 2005 license. Prerequisites for a scale-out
deployment include the following:

• The Reporting Services edition must be Enterprise,
Developer, or Evaluation. Standard edition does not sup-
port a scale-out deployment. You can create a scale-out
deployment using a combination of editions as long as
the edition supports the scale-out feature. 

• All of the report servers must be the same version (SQL
Server 2005 or Service Pack 1).

Installation of the Scale-Out Deployment

Report Manager is an IIS-based web component that interacts
with reporting end-users. When installing SQL 2005 Reporting
Service the Report Manager component is installed automati-
cally in the same machine as the Reporting Service installs.
However, this component can be configured to be separated
to its own Windows server if that server has IIS running.

In some Internet-facing organizations there might be a require-
ment to place the IIS servers (and the Web components) out-
side of the firewall but to leave the Reporting Service and
Report DB inside the firewall for better security. The ability to sep-
arate Report Manager (and IIS) from Reporting Service enables
this need. The details of configuring Reporting Solution for
Internet facing requirements are covered here. 

To install and configure a scale-out deployment, as outlined in
Figure 4, the best way is to take this sequence: First, install Report
DB Server, then Reporting Service Server. The Web Server should
be installed last for easy configuration. Of course you can install
these components in any order in the future once you are famil-
iar with the scale-out installation procedures.

Installing Report DB Server

As pointed out earlier, this server is a normal SQL Server
Database Server and it hosts the Report meta data. Install this
server with Microsoft SQL Server 2005 setup tools. During installa-
tion, select Database Engine and disable the Reporting Service
as this server is simply a SQL Database Server and nothing else.

If you anticipate using Trusted authentication for access to this
SQL Server, this server and the following Reporting Service
Server must be installed in the Windows Servers that are in the
same domain or in the truest domains.

Installing Reporting Service Server

You have options to install only one instance of
Reporting Service or multiple instances,
depending on your scalability needs.

A. Reporting Service First Instance

1. To successful install the Reporting Service, you need to
ensure that the physical server you intend to use as
Reporting Service server has IIS installed and running.

2. Run the Setup with Microsoft SQL Server 2005 Install pro-
gram and check the Reporting Service option only, so
that it only installs Reporting Service. Make notes of the
instance that you are installing. You can select the Default
instance or a new instance name if the default instance
already exists or if you simply just need a new name.

3. Once the installation is complete, start the configuration
under SQL Server 2005 -> Configuration Tools -> Reporting
Service Configuration

4. The configuration tool will prompt you to connect to the
instance of Reporting Service. Select the one that you
have just installed on Step 2 above.

5. Configure the Report Server Virtual Directory. 

Note: There is no need to configure the Report Manager
Virtual Directory since we are here to create a scale-out
deployment to have the Report Server installed on a dif-
ferent machine.

6. Within the configuration tool, select Database Setup item
on the left panel; under SSeerrvveerr  NNaammee, type or select the
name of the SQL Server instance that will host the report
server database. This should be the database server you
have just installed in section [Installing Report DB Server]
above. 

7. Click CCoonnnneecctt to connect to the SQL Server instance.

8. Click NNeeww to create the report server meta database. The
SSQQLL  SSeerrvveerr  CCoonnnneeccttiioonn dialog box appears.

a. Specify an account that has permission to create a
database.

b. Click OOKK to create the database. The default data-
base name Report Server will be used. This step, in
fact, creates one additional database -
ReportServerTempDB.

9. Still on the Database Setup page, in CCrreeddeennttiiaall  TTyyppee,
select the type of account and credentials that the report
server will use to connect to the report server database. 

If you select SSeerrvviiccee  AAccccoouunnttss and you are using a remote
SQL Server instance, be sure that the accounts under
which the services run have network access, through
either SQL authentication or Windows authentication,
depending on what you have selected when installing
the Report DB Server.

Scalability is to ensure a
solution is expandable with
additional resources without
significant changes to the

original system design.
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10. Click AAppppllyy. The Reporting Services Configuration tool
populates contents and configurations to the
ReportServer db through the connection.

11. Click on the Encryption Keys menu item and backup a
copy of the symmetric key. This is a best-practice recom-
mendation. You should always back up the key when
you first create the database.

12. On the Initialization page, verify that an entry for the
report server instance is created. The IInniittiiaalliizzeedd checkbox
should be selected.

13. If your Reporting solution allows email subscription, you
should specify the report server e-mail delivery settings
and the unattended execution account.

Installing Web Server (Internet-facing)

After you installed the Reporting Service Server through above
steps, the Report Manager (Web component) and Report
Service are both installed in the machine. There is no installation
configuration option in SQL Server 2005 to perform the installa-
tion for Report Manager only. However, you can still perform a
separate installing of Reporting Service onto a different server
and use that as the Report Manager. If the intention of this sep-
arate server will be placed outside of the firewall, additional
considerations should be taken to ensure a careful evaluation
on network security and domain configuration. The following
steps will guide you through the details of configuring Reporting
Solution to function.

Typically this Internet-facing server would allow anonymous
users (everyone) to have access to the server (i.e., a front page)
but you want only authenticated users to be able to execute
reports and view contents. You should evaluate the Windows-
form authentication for security control as Reporting Service
does not provide such authentication. Please see later section
for discussions of windows-form based authentication.

To deploy a report server for anonymous access, you can place
the report server outside the firewall and configure the report
server virtual directory for Anonymous access. Role assignments
that you subsequently define will not vary for individual users; all
users will have the same access to the same content and
reports that require user-dependent data will not function.

Since the Report Service and Report Manager are part of the
Reporting Service, to install an only Report Manager on the
web server we can first install both (through standard installa-
tion) and then disable the Report Service. 

Installation Steps of Web Server

1. On the Internet Server machine (Internet-facing Web
Server) ensure that you have the IIS running before run-
ning SQL 2005 Reporting Service setup.

2. Install SQL 2005 with selecting Reporting Service option.
De-Select the Database Engine or other services during
the setup options as you do not need this machine to
have an instance of SQL database.

3. After setup is finished, use SQL Server Configuration
Manager to disable the Reporting Service instance that
installed with Report Manager. The idea here is that the
Report Server and Report Manager are always installed
together. Since we only need the Report Manager in this
case, the Report Server part needs to be disabled after
the installation.

To do that, go Programs -> Microsoft SQL Server 2005 ->
Configuration Tools -> SQL Server Configuration Manager.

Click on the left panel tree view of SQL Server 2005
Services, then on the right window, Select the Reporting
Service, and disable the service through properties.

4. The next step we need to take is to point the Report
Manager to a separate / remote Reporting Service Server,
the one behind the firewall.

a. On this Web Server, locate the
RSWebApplication.config file in Web site physical
folder for the reporting service and look for the sub-
folder ReportServer.

b. Remove the value for <RReeppoorrttSSeerrvveerrVViirrttuuaallDDiirreeccttoorryy>.
Set <RReeppoorrttSSeerrvveerrUUrrll> to point Report Manager to the
correct Report server instance (the one behind the
firewall). Valid values include http://<server>/<report-
server> or https://<server>/<reportserver> if you are
using SSL certificates.

For example, the configuration can be,

<ReportServerVirtualDirectory></ReportServerVirtualDire
ctory>

<ReportServerUrl>https://www.myserver.com/reportserv-
er</ReportServerUrl>

5. Located in the web.config file in the same directory,
change the setting defaultProxy under system.net to
enabled=”true.”

<system.net>

<defaultProxy enabled=”true”/>

</system.net>

Scale-Out using Server Pooling

After the component scale-out, the Reporting Solution should
be able to handle significantly better workloads and produce
greater performance. If your organization still faces challenges
when different level of loads increase, you can continue the
Scale-out implementation by applying multiple instances to the
Web Server, the Reporting Server, or both by applying server
pool concept. Please note that the Report DB Server normally is
not in scope for pooling as it must be running as single instance
to ensure data uniqueness. 

The SQL Server (including Report DB Server or the Database
Mart/Warehouse Server) can be deployed on fail-over SQL
Server clustering. Strictly speaking, the fail-over clustering is not a
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Scale-out approach as it does not split loads across multiple
machines. However, this produces high availability for organiza-
tions that needs high up-time for production systems.

We only cover the discussion of applying server pooling to Web
Server and the Reporting Service Server here. The below dia-
gram (Figure 5) illustrates the scale-out solution with Server
Pooling option.

Figure 5 – Scale-out Reporting using Server Pools.

Appling Server Pools to Reporting Service Server

As showed in Figure 5, there are multiple physical servers listed
as Reporting Service Server if you choose to deploy and config-
ure the Reporting Service Server onto a server pool. In order to
run multiple Reporting Services they have to share one single
Report Server Database.

In addition, you must use other products to support the server
pooling or cluster deployment and/or management.
Application Center is one of the good products you can use.
Reporting Services does not provide load balancing functional-
ity or virtual server features that allow you to access all report
server instances through a shared URL address.

Assuming that you have already installed one Reporting
Service Server, the following steps are provided to guide you
through installation and configuration of the second or more
report server instance

1. Run SQL Server 2005 Setup on a separate machine to
install a separate (second or after) instance of Reporting
Services on a different computer.

2. Use the Reporting Services Configuration tool to connect
to and configure the new instance you just installed. 

3. Configure the service accounts.

4. On the Database Setup page, in SSeerrvveerr  NNaammee, specify the
SQL Server Database Engine instance that hosts the report
server database you want to use. All Reporting Service
Servers must use the same Reporting DB Server database. 

5. Click CCoonnnneecctt.

6. On the Database Setup page, in DDaattaabbaassee  NNaammee, select
the database you created in the step of setting up the
Reporting DB Server database. Again, the default is
ReportServer. 

7. On the Database Setup page, in CCrreeddeennttiiaall  TTyyppee, select
the type of account and credentials that the report server
will use to connect to the report server database. You can
use the same credentials as the first report server instance
or you can use different credentials.

8. Click AAppppllyy. The SSQQLL  SSeerrvveerr  CCoonnnneeccttiioonn dialog box
appears. Click OOKK to connect to the server. The report
server connects to the report server database and adds
its key information. Key information is required for initializa-
tion.

9. On the Initialization page, verify that an entry for the sec-
ond report server instance is created. The IInniittiiaalliizzeedd
checkbox should be empty. The second report server
instance is not yet initialized.

10. Reconnect to the first reporting service server instance
that you completed in the previous section. Because it is
already initialized for reversible encryption operations, it
will be used to initialize the second new report server
instance for scale-out deployment. Initializing a new report
server instance can only be done from a report server
that is already initialized.

11. On the same machine as step 10, go to the Initialization
page, select the report server instance you are joining to
the scale-out deployment, and click IInniittiiaalliizzee. The
IInniittiiaalliizzeedd checkbox should be selected for aallll report serv-
er instances that are part the same scale-out deployment.
You might need to refresh the page to see the change. If
the report server instance is not listed on the Initialization
page, verify that you configured the instance to use the
shared database.

If you have more than two instances of Reporting Service serv-
er to install, repeat these steps to add additional report servers
to the deployment. If you plan to run the report servers in a serv-
er cluster, refer to Microsoft MSDN for additional configuration.

Applying Server Pools to Web Server

You can install and run additional servers such as Web Server
(runs Report Manager). Just repeat the same steps of installing
the first Web Server with Report Manager.

Again, to run a Report Manager scale-out deployment on a
server pool, you must also have software and tools that you can
use to create and manage a server pool. In addition, you need
to find the Network Load Balancing (NLB) software or hardware
to configure how the server pool should react to end-user
requests.

Additional Considerations

Additional Considerations you should check for when deploy-
ing Enterprise Reporting solution to scale-out, including
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Application Center and authentication, are following. These
topics are out of the scope of this discussion but you should be
able find the details through MSDN, SQL Server Books Online,
and other resources:

Using Application Center

If you are using Application Center to manage server clusters,
you must define filters to exclude the report server configuration
file (RSReportServer.config) from replication operations.

View State Validation

In Microsoft .NET Framework 2.0, view state validation is enabled
by default and uses ASP.NET process identity information to per-
form validation. Validation by process identity does not work in
a cluster or scale-out scenario where the process identity varies
for each node. As an alternative, you can generate a validation
key to support view state validation and manually configure
each report server node to use it.

Secure Socket Layer (SSL)

If you are using Secure Socket Layer (SSL), verify that the SSL cer-
tificates are installed in the IIS application pools you are using,
and that the virtual directories are configured to use SSL. Use the
Virtual Directory pages in the Reporting Services Configuration
tool to specify SSL connection for both the Report Manager and
the report server. 

Windows forms-based Authentication

To deploy a report server in an extranet scenario that supports
connections from a single sign-on technology or a forms-based
authentication model that stores user identity information in a

database, you must create a custom authentication extension
to replace the default Windows Authentication security exten-
sion. Forms-based authentication is typically used when you are
opening up a report server to the public but only want authenti-
cated users to view content. By default, SQL Server Reporting
Services does not provide a forms-based authentication module

Verifying Scale-out Report Server Deployment
To verify that your report server connection is accessible, you
should be able to view the report server folder namespace over
an Internet connection by typing 

hhttttpp::////<<yyoouurr--wweebb--sseerrvveerr--ffuullllyy--qquuaalliiffiieedd--ddoommaaiinn--nnaammee>>//rreeppoorrttss

Where //rreeppoorrttss is the default name of the report server virtual
directory.

Conclusion

Organizations should consider scale-up and scale-out accord-
ing to their business needs and operations environment. In most
situations you end up with applying both can be part of the
solution. The scale-out approaches are much more challenging
in terms of the various options, for different scenarios of the actu-
al enterprise reporting architecture. 
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In a world with escalating polarization,
only a fool would try to find agreement
between the various data modeling
points of view – academic vs. practical,
nullability, surrogate keys, and the list of
debatable points goes on.
Nevertheless, I believe one contentious
point can be resolved – how to best
physically implement primary and for-
eign keys? 

The traditional, or purist view, uses natural, or meaning-
ful, values for primary keys while the practical modeler
tends to use surrogate keys. Each view has pros and
cons, and I believe each has a place in the greater
schema of things. The problem occurs when either
point of view is applied consistently to the entire data-
base. 

Here’s what I’m thinking. The best way to implement for-
eign keys depends on the table’s situation within the
database. What’s right in one situation is painful in
another situation. The question is how to define the dif-
ferent situations. Situational modeling, like situational
ethics, applies a different solution depending on the sit-
uation. A logical data model has never held any data
or answered a single query, so I’ll focus on the one that
counts – the physical implementation. 

Defining the Situations

Visualize any database schema as three layers: lookup
tables, business visible tables, and supporting tables
(see figure 1). 

The center layer contains those entities, or tables, that
the client or subject matter expert would readily recog-
nize and understand. These are the main work tables
that contain working data such as transaction,
account, or contact information. When a user enters

data on a daily basis, these are the
tables hit by the insert and update. I
refer to this layer as the visible layer or
the business entity layer.  

Above the visible layer is the domain
integrity layer. This top layer has the
tables used for validating foreign key
values. These tables may or may not be

recognizable by the subject matter expert or a typical
end user. The key point is that they are used only to
maintain the list of what’s legal for a foreign key and
they are rarely updated once initially populated.  

Below the visible layer lives the tables that are a mystery
to the end user – associative tables used to materialize
a many-to-many logical relationship is a perfect exam-
ple of a supporting table. As with the visible layer, these
tables are often heavily updated. 

So what’s the right solution for each situation? And how
is “right” determined?  A few articles ago I offered the
Information Architecture Principle to help determine
what’s right. Applied, the principle would say that the
right physical data model offers a balance of usability,
data integrity, extensibility, and performance pulled
together with a flair for simplicity and elegance. So, the
best method of implementing keys is based on more
than just data integrity. Performance, usability, and flex-
ibility also count. 

Designing the Visible Layer

For the visible entities in the middle layer, single column
surrogate primary keys (identity columns) offer better
performance when compared to natural keys for two
reasons. First, natural keys tend to be larger, reducing
the amount of data that fits on both the data page and
the index pages. Within larger data models natural for-
eign keys tend to become composite primary keys,
which further increases the physical size of the clus-
tered index and, therefore, the leaf levels of every non-
clustered index as well. 

Secondly, natural keys will generate inserts within the
table. This hurts performance because the DBA must
walk a tightrope between reducing the page fill and
allowing more frequent page splits. A reduced page fill
means the data is spread over additional data pages,
increasing the work required to read data; page splits
are a costly operation that’s best described as convert-

DATA ARCHITECT’S COLUMN
- SITUATIONAL MODELING

BY: Paul Nielsen
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greater schema of things.
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ing an airline flight that’s one seat oversold into two half
empty flights. 

In contrast, identity columns are narrow integers, fast,
and which completely avoid the entire page fill vs.
page split dilemma. Surrogate primary keys for the visi-
ble layer also provide a degree of uniqueness that’s dif-
ficult to find in natural keys. And their nearly anonymous
nature is meaningless to humans, which means
humans will be less likely to want to tinker with the key. 

Opponents of surrogate key claim it’s a throwback to a
physical locator on a mainframe tape drive and that it
fails to follow normalization. I completely disagree. The
purpose of the primary key is to uniquely identify a row
for updates and deletes and to uniquely identify a pri-
mary table row as a suitable target for a foreign key.
Surrogate keys do both extremely well, with the benefit
of good performance. Using the philosophy that a rose
is a rose by any other name, surrogate and natural keys
are both just an assigned unique identifier – a naming
abstraction to identify a row. 

Optimizing the Domain Integrity Layer

For the top layer - the domain integrity layer- I prefer nat-
ural keys for the same reasons that I avoid natural keys
for the visible layer – raw performance. Lookup tables
are seldom updated, so page splits and row density is
not a critical issue for the domain integrity layer as it is
for the visible layer. 

The visible layer requires joins to extract meaningful
data and tight integer columns excel for joins. However,
the domain integrity layer usually contains little more

than a code and perhaps a description. Using a natu-
ral key for these lookup tables means that most queries
can use the meaningful foreign key and avoid joining
with the lookup table. The result is less work for the query
and better performance. 

Building the Supporting Layer

Supporting tables, by definition, must include multiple
foreign keys, and according to situational modeling
those keys would be surrogate integers. The question is
whether to build a composite primary key using the for-
eign keys or to add an additional surrogate primary key.
I’ve done both. If the supporting table will be refer-
enced by yet another supporting table, then the argu-
ment to add a single column primary key is stronger. If
the goal is performance, then how the supporting
table’s clustered index and covering indexes are
designed becomes the deciding factor. 

So did I answer the debate and convert any minds from
natural keys to surrogate keys? I hope not – neither solu-
tion is right for every situation. I do hope I’ve provided a
framework to evaluate. It really does depend on how
the table is used within the schema and that’s the basis
of situational modeling. 

Paul Nielsen

Paul Nielsen is a SQL Server MVP, author of SQL Server
2005 Bible (Wiley, 2006), 

and PASS Director of Global Community Growth. His
website is www.SQLServerBible.com.
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In the year or so since Microsoft SQL Server 2005 was released,
I’ve talked with many customers who want to learn more about
the new end-user reporting application called Report Builder.
Many have tried it briefly or have seen a demo, but want to
understand its capabilities more thoroughly and get a few “best
practice” tips so they can start leveraging it in their organization.
In this article I give a more in-depth overview of the unique way
Report Builder addresses these needs, with some tips for build-
ing a great solution in your organization.

The End-User Reporting Problem

Most organizations generate and store a tremendous amount
of structured data. Unfortunately, they almost always suffer from
a mismatch between the number of people who want reports
on that data and the number of people with the technical
expertise to build them. This happens both with IT departments
and ISVs. The stream of requests for custom reports seems end-
less. Because of the difficulty and/or latency
in getting such reports, many people just do
without. Others compensate by storing more
and more mission-critical data in depart-
mental databases or even spreadsheets.
This leads to all kinds of information man-
agement problems, including multiple con-
flicting versions, single points of failure, unse-
cured data, and unmonitored and unau-
ditable processes. All this for the lack of a
solid, end-user reporting solution against
managed data stores.

The reality is that almost every person in an organization has
important questions they need answered in order to do their
jobs well. Sometimes the questions are recurring; other times a
one-off report is all they need. Either way, empowering this
broader set of users to get the answers they need – when they
need them – can have a significant, often dramatic, impact on
individual and organizational productivity. Providing this capa-
bility in an integrated way with the production reporting system
can be even more compelling.

Microsoft Report Builder delivers on this vision, providing a
unique and powerful solution for the end-users in your organiza-
tion. It combines a simple, Microsoft Office-like user interface
that enables intuitive, drag-and-drop report authoring, with a
powerful query model that lets users transition easily from basic
reporting to asking much more advanced questions. In addi-
tion, it supports rich data security for controlling visibility as you
extend this direct access to more and more users, and a pow-
erful Clickthrough feature that turns every report into a man-
aged data exploration portal. These features and others that
we will talk about in this article make Report Builder and its relat-
ed technologies an impressive platform for broad end-user
reporting.

The Basic Experience

Getting Started
Report Builder is launched by navigating to a URL on the report
server that represents the ClickOnce deployment manifest for
the application. Typically this is done by clicking the Report
Builder button in Report Manager, but you can launch it from
any other application as well. ClickOnce technology on the
client (part of .NET 2.0) automatically reads the deployment
manifest, then downloads the files and launches the applica-
tion. These files are cached locally and updated whenever a
new manifest is published to the server.

On launch, Report Builder connects back to the public SOAP
interface of the report server from which it was launched. Users
are then presented with a list of report models, the data sources
on which they can base their report. These models must first be
created and published to the report server by an administrator
(we’ll talk about that later). They describe the available data in

business terms, shaping the physical
schema into entities and relationships intu-
itively understood by end-users. For large
schemas, users may also be able to choose
a perspective, a convenient, domain-specif-
ic subset of the report model that may be
focused on a specific task or area (HR,
Finance, etc.).

After selecting a model or perspective,
Report Builder calls the GetUserModel SOAP
API to download a version specific to that

user. If model security has been defined, for example, the
model downloaded by John may be different from the one
downloaded by Jane. This ensures each user gets a design-
time experience that matches their run-time data visibility per-
missions.

Users also select from one of three report layouts: Table, Matrix,
or Chart. Matrix and chart are important options, but most users
will stick to a table. This article discusses tables and leaves
matrix and chart as an exercise for the reader.

At this point, a new report is created, bound to the selected
report model, and populated with a basic layout using the
selected data region. The new report appears in the design
area of the application.

Exploring the Data
Once the new report has been created, the user sees an empty
table region and an explorer on the left displaying the data
available for them to use in their report. The explorer has two
sections: entities and fields. Initially, the entities are presented in
a flat list, optionally organized into folders. The fields within each
entity may also be organized into folders. 

DELIVERING AN END-USER REPORTING
SOLUTION WITH MICROSOFT REPORT BUILDER

BY: Bob Meyers
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Figure 1. Initially, a flat list of entities is displayed to the user
in the entity section of the explorer. The fields for the selected
entity (Employee) are displayed in the field list.

The field section of the explorer displays the fields of the select-
ed entity. Some fields may have a [+] icon next to them that
shows or hides variations of that field.  A number of variations
are generated by default when you create a report model
(Sum, Avg for numeric fields; Year, Quarter, Month, Day for
dates; etc.), but you can create whatever you want. A good
example is a Full Name field with Last Name, First Name, Middle
Name, and Title as variations.

The field section can also display fields from other entities as if
they had been flattened (denormalized) into the current entity.
This can be done very easily in the report model without actu-
ally denormalizing them in the underlying database. Options for
denormalization include defining lookup entities, inline entities,
and entity inheritance. You can also normalize your schema if
needed by binding an entity to a column instead of a table.

All this reshaping of the schema into the business entities and
relationships intuitively understood by end-users is handled on-
the-fly by Report Builder. Not only that, most of it can be
changed over time without breaking any existing reports (you
can even delete many things and your reports will still run). This
is a key feature of report models that allows your reporting plat-
form to evolve gracefully over time.

Adding Fields
When the user selects an entity containing one or more fields
they want to include, they double-click or drag the fields to add
them to the report. At this point, a couple of interesting things
happen.

The first interesting thing is that the table is initialized with default
styles and value formatting that will produce a reasonable-look-
ing report without any additional effort. The initial fonts, colors,
and border styles are built into the application, but the value for-
matting is defined in the report model. Each field can define its
own default width, alignment, and format string. In addition, a
total row is added to the table if any of the fields is an aggre-
gate.

Figure 2. The user added the Employee Full Name field to the
report, which reoriented the explorer to show data related to
Employees. The user then selected related Purchase Orders
and added #Purchases.

The second interesting thing is that the entity section of the
explorer changes from displaying all entities in a flat list to dis-
playing a primary entity at the top (initially, the one they select-
ed fields from), with related entities below it. This is similar to tak-
ing a diagram of the entities and relationships and “picking up”
one of the entities (see figure below). This presentation allows
the user to easily find data related to what they already have in
their report. It also provides important feedback about how the
entities and fields used in their report are related to each other,
which can facilitate the construction of a coherent query.

Figure 3. Choosing the “primary” entity for a report.

Notice that some related entities display a single “card” icon,
while others display multiple “cards.” For example, users can tell
that an Employee has many Purchase Orders, but only one
Manager. This is important because adding a field from an enti-
ty that has many related instances (e.g., Purchase Orders) may
change the primary entity, while adding a field from an entity
that has only one related instance will not. For example, if the
user adds Purchase Order ID to a report showing Employee
data, the primary entity will change to Purchase Orders, so it
continues to match the lowest level of detail in the report. The
query is therefore always analogous to a manual process of
starting with the primary entity, going out and gathering data
from related entities, aggregating it as needed, pulling it back
into the context of the primary entity, and displaying the results.
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Grouping
Sometimes users want to group and subtotal the data in their
report. This is trivial in Report Builder. Dragging any field to the far
left edge of the table will create a new, outer group on that
field. In addition, dragging in a scalar field from a “to-many”
related entity to any other location in the table will create a new
inner group. Subtotals rows are automatically added for each
grouping level, with totals displayed in each row. Users can turn
off subtotals for any field or grouping level.

Another common grouping task is rearranging groups to “re-
pivot” the data in a report. This is also trivial in Report Builder.
Each group is identified by a gray tab above the table, and
rearranging groups is as easy as dragging a tab to a new loca-
tion. This is especially useful in matrix and chart.

Filters
One of the most powerful features of Report Builder is its filtering
capabilities. A click of the Filter button on the toolbar opens the
Filter dialog, which displays its own explorer and a space where
the user can drag fields to create filter conditions. 

When building their report filter, users have at their disposal all
the basic filter condition operators (=, in a list, <, ≤, >, ≥, contains,
from…to), negation, checking for blank and null, drop lists for
value selection, relative dates (today, 30 days ago, first day this
quarter), relative date ranges (this month, last 2 quarters, same
quarter last year), and all/any/none/not all groups. Users can
also click the field name and choose Prompt to instantly create
a report parameter.

It doesn’t stop there, however. Report Builder offers a unique
and extremely valuable feature in its ability to create a text
description of whatever filter a user creates and to display that
description on their report. This makes it easy to create one-off
reports that are automatically self-describing. How many times
has someone sent you a random list they put together, with no
record of how they produced that particular list?

Sorting
In Report Builder default sorting is always applied. This makes
ad-hoc reports predictable and organized without any special
effort by the report author. Default sort direction for each field is
defined in the report model, as well as default sort fields for
each entity.

Users can override default sorting, of course. The Group and
Sort dialog allows them to sort any group by any sequence of
fields in that group, as well as by any total in the report (e.g., sort-
ing Regions by Total Sales).  Default sorting is applied after any

user-specified sorting, so the data remains organized even
when a total ordering is not specified by the user.

Even better, all reports also have run-time sorting enabled by
default, which allows users viewing the report to change the
sorting without re-executing the underlying query. 

Formatting
Once they get the data they want, users often want to spruce
up the formatting a bit. Report Builder supports all the basic for-
matting options – font, text size and color, alignment, padding,
background color, border color and style, row/column resizing,
and repositioning items on the page. In addition, users can add
standalone text and images for titles, disclaimers, logos, etc.

Viewing the Results…and More
Users then click the Run Report button to view the results of their
report. Under the hood, Report Builder loads the report defini-
tion (which includes a semantic query expressed in terms of the
report model) into a report execution session on the report serv-
er, and requests that the report be rendered. The server then
extracts the semantic query, translates it on-the-fly into the target
syntax (e.g. T-SQL, PL-SQL, or MDX), and submits it to the underly-
ing data source. The data returned is then processed with the
report.

At this point, the explorer and design area in the application are
replaced with a report viewer control that displays the rendered
report (see Figure 4). The control allows scrolling, page naviga-
tion, text search, page setup, printing, and export to any format
supported by the report server (Excel, PDF, TIFF, XML, CSV, and
Web Archive by default).

Figure 4. Viewing a report. 

Getting Grouping Right
One thing users need to be aware of is the difference between an entity group, which displays exactly one instance for 

each row in the underlying table, and a value group, which displays one instance for each distinct value of a particular field.
The type of group they get depends on the field(s) they used to create the group initially. Problems can arise if the user

intends to create an entity group with many fields, but instead creates a series of value groups (one for each field). This may
make it impossible to get the sorting they want, and can introduce unwanted subtotals levels as well.

The easiest way to get an entity group when they really want one is to drag in the entity itself from the entity list, instead of 
stating with any particular field. This will always create an entity group. It is also a shortcut for adding a convenient set of 
indentifying fields they almost certainly want to include anyway. You can help users who are just adding fields directly by 

setting the DiscourageGrouping property in the report model on any field users are unlikely
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But this is just the beginning. When using an Enterprise Edition
report server, every Report Builder report is actually a portal into
the rest of the database. Most or all of the displayed values are
clickable, and trigger a special operation called a
Clickthrough. This is similar to a drillthrough that you might set up
manually from one report to another, but (a), the context of the
selected value is captured automatically and passed as a sin-
gle parameter, and (b), the target report is selected or generat-
ed at run time by the report server. This all happens out of the
box, with no effort whatsoever by either the model developer or
the report author! 

By default, Clickthrough reports use a standard format and dis-
play a set of fields defined in the report model. You can change
the set of fields displayed for a given entity by editing the report
model. Even better, you can design your own Clickthrough tem-
plates using Report Builder or Report Designer. These templates
then become the Clickthrough reports for every report your
users create.

Figure 5. Clicking the sales figure for Garrett Vargas in the
previous report causes a Clickthrough report to be generat-
ed showing his 49 Sales Orders in 2004.

Saving the Report For Later
Once users have a report they like, they can easily save it either
to the report server or to a local file, where they can reload it at
a later time and edit or run the report again. If they save to the
report server they can also set up a subscription to have their
report run and delivered to them, by email or some other way,
on a schedule.

All this adds up to a great end-user reporting solution that lets a
much broader set of users in your organization create the
reports they need, when they need them. But Report Builder
doesn’t stop there.

Serious Questions, Immediate Answers

Some of the most useful every-day reports in your organization
didn’t start out as “reports.” They started out as questions.
Unfortunately, many end-user reporting solutions fall short when
it comes to answering more than the most basic requests. Not
Report Builder.

Getting the right answers to serious questions is where Report

Builder shines. In fact, if your end-users can think of the question,
there’s a good chance Report Builder can answer it. Several
features help make this possible: robust queries, advanced filter-
ing, aggregate filter groups, distinct aggregates, and calculat-
ed fields.

Robust Queries
Few databases in real life are free of the occasional null value,
missing row, or invalid key. Bad data happens. Report model
queries are designed to deal gracefully with this. For example,
not only are null values perfectly acceptable, they are handled
more predictably for end users because in a report model
query, NULL equals NULL (unlike ANSI SQL). As for missing rows
and invalid keys, report model queries default to using LEFT
OUTER joins when pulling data from related entities back into
the context of the primary entity. This ensures that none of the
rows the user selects from the primary entity via their report filter
inadvertently disappear, just because they decided to pull in
an extra field from some related entity. Of course, if you are cer-
tain there are no missing rows or invalid keys for a particular rela-
tionship you can indicate this using the Role. Cardinality proper-
ty in the model and users may see a performance boost
because INNER joins are used instead.

Advanced Filtering
Report Builder supports three types of filtering: standard filters,
precision filters, and filtered aggregates. Standard filtering
ensures that any condition specified in the report filter is applied
to all the data in the report, including any totals. This is the typi-
cal “slice-and-dice” approach. If the user drops Product Name
and Sum Sales Amount into their report, then goes to the Filter
dialog and adds Sales Order Year=2005, the report would show
all products with any sales in 2005 and the sum of each prod-
uct’s sales in that year. This is the default behavior.

Precision filtering is enabled by un-checking a box near the bot-
tom of the Filter dialog. The checkbox is labeled, “When adding
a new condition, apply to all data in my report.” Accordingly,
un-checking this means filtering the rows displayed in the report
without affecting the totals (this is not slice-and-dice). If the steps
described above were followed again, but the checkbox was
un-checked first, the report would still show all products with any
sales in 2005, but the sum of each product’s sales would be for
all years (i.e., unfiltered).

Filtered aggregates complement either standard or precision fil-
tering by allowing users to add independent filters to each total.
This is done by right-clicking on the report field, choosing Edit
Formula, double-clicking on the field reference to show its
expanded formula, and adding a filter at the desired level. This
effectively turns each total into its own subquery. Showing side-
by-side totals with different filters can be extremely useful (they
basically ran SQL Server 2005 shiproom on this feature).

Aggregate Filter Groups
This feature helps answer questions like, “Show each Employee
having any Sales Order with Amount > $100,000.” The any-Sales-
Order-with-Amount > $100,000 part is the aggregate filter group.
These groups can be part of any filter you define, and are usu-
ally created when using precision filtering. In fact, the precision
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filtering example above would create an aggregate filter
group.

Figure 6. Creating a filtered aggregate.

Distinct Aggregates
A classic example of a question that requires this feature is,
“How many distinct Products did each Customer order last
year?” Because of how the two entities are related, the set of
Products ordered by each Customer may include duplicates.
By default, Report Builder includes these duplicates in any totals,
but sometimes users want the opposite behavior. When appro-
priate, the expanded formula for an aggregate (see Figure 4)
will display the option to keep or remove duplicates. 

Calculated Fields
If users still can’t get exactly what they want
with all the preceding features, they can
always create their own custom fields. In the
Formula dialog they have at their disposal a
raft of standard text, numeric, date, and conditional functions,
plus the incredible power of hand-crafted aggregates with fil-
ters, duplicate removal, and even multi-step aggregation (e.g.,
average count of order details per order). Each field can literal-
ly become its own query.

Creating a Platform

So what does it take to deliver an end-user reporting solution like
this to your organization? Following are several things you
should consider.

Building a Reporting Database
In most cases we recommend having a separate reporting
database to isolate the reporting load from the standard trans-
actional load. The good news is that with all the transformations
a report model can perform on-the-fly, not to mention the inher-
ent robustness of Report Builder queries against incomplete
and/or imperfect data, you probably don’t need to do much to
either the data or the schema – simple replication of the OLTP
database might be sufficient. If you can, though, it’s usually a

good idea to beef up the indexing (especially on columns with
Dropdown value selection specified in the report model), and
perhaps improve performance by adding stable, single-col-
umn primary keys. But there are few reasons to do much else.

Refining the Report Model
In the report model, you should spend some time getting the
presentation right. Clean up the schema element names in
your Data Source View (DSV) before initially generating the
report model. If you need to do bulk renaming, a quick search-
and-replace in an XML editor is an easy solution. You may want
to generate the model and throw it out a few times just to see
what you get.

Next, make sure all your relationships are defined in the DSV. If
you don’t have any foreign key constraints in the database, or
you are off of views instead of tables, you’ll need to add them
all manually. The easiest way to do this in the DSV editor is to
drag the foreign key field and drop it on the related primary key.

Now use the Report Model Wizard to generate the initial report
model, and start denormalizing to shape the schema into the
entities and relationships intuitive to your end users. This is done
in one of three ways: lookup entities, inline entities, or inheri-
tance. 

LLooookkuupp  EEnnttiittiieess.. When you have lookup tables in the underlying
database, including series of lookups, they can be easily flat-
tened out for users by setting the IsLookup and PromoteLookup
properties in the report model. The identifying attribute (or
“label” field) of each lookup entity is then displayed as a field
on each related entity. The lookup entity itself is hidden unless
the user selects Advanced Mode on the explorer.

IInnlliinnee  EEnnttiittiieess.. When you have “shared
schema” tables in your database that are
not really useful as reporting entities (e.g., an
Address table), you can use the
ExpandInline property to promote every-
thing from that entity to the field list of each

related entity. This includes any relationships from the inline enti-
ty to other entities. In the explorer it will appear as if the inline
entity doesn’t exist. (TIP: You may want to use the HiddenFields
property on the role to the inline entity to hide roles from that
entity to other entities. Also, on the related entities, you may want
to place the role to the inline entity inside a folder so the role will
be expanded there.) 

IInnhheerriittaannccee.. When you have supertypes and subtypes in your
database (e.g., Employee and Sales Person), you can specify
that one entity “inherits” from another. The explorer will then
automatically insert the fields of the supertype into the field list
of the subtype, and vice versa, so users can easily create a
Sales Person report that includes Employee fields, as well as an
Employee report that displays Sales Person data when applica-
ble. (TIP: You may want to hide the count fields for the subtypes.)

Once you have the basic shape of the data right, start to organ-
ize things in folders. Make sure fields are intuitively ordered and
group some fields as variations of others where it makes sense.
You may also want to add some commonly-used expression
fields at this point (e.g., Full Name = Last Name & “, “ & First
Name). 

Finally, go through and set the DiscourageGrouping property
wherever you can get away with it (see the “Getting Grouping

We’re confident Microsoft Report
Builder can help you deliver a rich
and powerful end-user reporting

solution in your organization.
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Right” sidebar for more info), and make sure you like the Format
and ValueSelection settings on all your favorite fields. You
should also review the InstanceSelection property on each enti-
ty to make sure you get the best design-time experience. If
you’re really ambitious fill in the Description property on all the
main entities and non-self-explanatory attributes, and you’ll do
your end-users a huge favor when they’re trying to remember
and/or learn what all these things are. Your descriptions will
show up as tooltips in the Report Builder explorer.

Implementing Data Security
Rolling end-user reporting out to a broader audience is often a
non-starter without some kind of control over data visibility.
Fortunately, you have many options with report models.
Unfortunately, these options deserve an article of their own, so
I’ll just review them briefly here.

The first option is securing the model itself in the report server
catalog. Deny users permission to see it and they won’t know it’s
even there. The next option is model item security, whereby you
can grant users permission to see the entities, attributes, and
roles in the model on an item-by-item basis. Because permis-
sions on containers automatically propagate to the items they
contain, you can fairly easily slice up your model into subsets
appropriate for various users and groups. The last option is secu-
rity filters, or row-level security. These filters change the default
access on an entity from “all rows” to “no rows,” and then selec-
tively grant access to the rows for which the filter condition is
true. Together, these options provide a powerful security model
for controlling data visibility.

Note that Report Builder is designed to handle data security
gracefully. Not only do users get a model at design time cus-
tomized to their data permissions, but both their queries and
their report layouts degrade gracefully – at run time – if the user
viewing the report does not have the same permissions as the
author. Reports literally shrink to display only the rows and
columns visible to the current user. This enables some very use-
ful scenarios where a single report can serve many types of
users.

Model-Based Production Reports
With all the features available with model-based reports, it
makes a lot of sense to consider building many of your standard

organizational reports on your report model as well. This is easi-
ly done in Visual Studio by building report datasets using the
Report Server Model data source type. Primary reasons for
building standard as well as end-user reports over the same
report model include maintaining “one version of the truth,”
leveraging the Clickthrough feature, leveraging model-based
data security, reducing development time, or even just lowering
the bar for report writers (no SQL experience required!). Any or
all of these may be important benefits in your organization.

Custom Clickthrough Reports
Finally, it pays to invest in your Clickthrough template reports.
Anything you can do to improve the quality and functionality of
these reports will pay huge dividends, as they are the default
drillthrough targets for every model-based report. One of the
best things you can do is to add hyperlinks to other applications
and systems, turning your Clickthrough reports into portals for
taking action on the data your users drill to. The amount of value
you can create in these reports is difficult to overestimate.

The Future

Where does Report Builder go from here? Well, suffice it to say
that we have no shortage of plans for this application. We hope
to add richer formatting and layout (e.g., full RDL support),
make simple reports even easier, allow users to answer more
classes of sophisticated questions, and provide valuable inte-
gration with other applications and databases. In the mean-
time, we’re confident Microsoft Report Builder can help you
deliver a rich and powerful end-user reporting solution in your
organization.

For more tips on delivering a great end-user reporting solution,
check out my blog at http://blogs.msdn.com/bobmeyers.

Bob Meyers

Bob Meyers leads UI Development for the SQL Server Reporting Services team at Microsoft.
He helped lead the integration of end-user reporting technology acquired from ActiveViews into SQL Server 2005.

He has spent the majority of his career working with data access technologies, reporting, and advanced user
interface development. He holds a B.S. in Computer Science and an M.B.A., both from Brigham Young University

in Provo, Utah.
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Introduction

I first saw SQL Server Reporting Services demonstrated at the
2003 PASS Community Summit in Seattle.  Reporting Services
was the most intriguing thing I took away from PASS that year,
even more exciting than hearing about Yukon. Within a day
or so of getting back to work after the conference, I had the
Reporting Services beta running on a development server
and began learning how to design reports.   

Our First Reports

A set of reports about our call-tracking system was the first
group of reports to tackle porting to Reporting Services. The
IS managers and team leaders each had a copy of an
Access database with tables linked to the trouble-ticket data-
base running on SQL Server.  Unfortunately, the report defini-
tions in the Access files had been modified so much over
time that running the same report in different copies of the
Access database often produced different results.  Many of
the report definitions, especially for cross-tab reports, had
never been correct.  In Access, cross-tab reports with dynam-
ic headings contain quite a bit of VBA code to get them to
work properly. The cross-tab reports in this bunch had to be
manually adjusted each month as the headings changed.
Cross-tab reports are called Matrix reports in
Reporting Services, and dynamic headings
can be accomplished without a line of code. 

Some of the reports had titles that did not
reflect what the reports were about.  For
example, one report was supposed to be
about how many tickets each technician closed but was
actually about which technicians were assigned to the tick-
ets.  The invalid results produced from these reports were not
the only problems.  The users of these reports could potential-
ly modify data through the Access interface or even bring
SQL Server to its knees by writing bad queries. 

By the time Reporting Services was actually released a few
months after the conference, I was able to replace most of
the Access reports with Reporting Services reports.  All of the
Access queries were replaced with stored procedures in the
SQL Server database.  Each report was given a description
that advised the user of exactly what question the report
would answer.  Each report also had parameters so that the
user could choose time periods, teams, and other criteria.  It
is possible to organize the reports in folders, set security on
each folder or report using domain user accounts and
groups, cache reports and set up subscriptions to deliver
reports automatically on a schedule.

As word got around the firm about Reporting Services, our
team received more and more requests from IS and other
departments for reports.  Users really enjoyed the ease of run-
ning reports on their own, exporting to different formats, drill-
through reports and choosing criteria. 

Good, But Not Great

SQL Server 2000 Reporting Services is really good.  Of course,
any good thing can be better.  The Reporting Services users
were wondering why they couldn’t change the sorting on a
report and choose multiple values for a parameter.  My boss
at the time was sure there must be a way to keep the head-
ings locked at the top of the report as he scrolled down the
page.  And why couldn’t they create new reports on their
own?

It is possible to include a parameter for sorting the report by
using an IF statement in the stored procedure to determine
which query to run or a CASE statement in the ORDER BY
clause.  And we found a way, albeit a kludgey one, to allow
some multi-valued parameters as long as there were not
many choices.  

I guess that Reporting Server users everywhere were making
the same demands because all of those fea-
tures would soon be available in the SQL
Server 2005 upgrade.  Multi-value parame-
ters, ad-hoc sorting and locked headings are
now possible in RS 2005 just by setting a few
properties while designing the reports. A new
component, Report Builder, finally allows any-

one with the appropriate rights to build their own reports.

The Report Model Project

The beauty of Report Builder is that report users do not need
to understand relational databases or even know how to
write a query to design their own reports.  The challenging
thing is that the DBA will have to create a user-friendly data
model for the users as a basis for their reports.  I’m not going
to go through all of the steps to create the Report Model.
There are many free resources available, but I’ll cover the
high points.  

Most of the demos and tutorials for Report Builder use the
AdventureWorks database.  The AdventureWorks database
belongs to a fictitious company that sells bicycles and is a
perfect example of how to design a database.
Demonstrations showing how to create the models using the
new Report Model Project in Visual Studio 2005 with the

REAL LIFE REPORTING SERVICES
BY: Kathi Kellenberger

SQL Server 2005 Reporting
Services is a great way to let

end users run their own reports
without giving them access to

the underlying data.
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AdventureWorks database go perfectly with just a few clicks
of the wizard.  Figure 1 shows the objects in the Report Model
Project.

Figure 1: The AdventureWorks Report Model Project

To create a Report Model, first create a new Report Model
Project in Visual Studio 2005.  Luckily, SQL Server 2005 comes
with a limited version of Visual Studio 2005 called Business
Intelligence Design Studio, so you do not have to purchase
the full Visual Studio to get this functionality.  This version can
be used to create Integration Services, Analysis Services and
Reporting Services projects.  

The first step is to set up the Data Source pointing to the data-
base you want to use.  The next step is to create a Data
Source View.  In this step you choose which tables and views
you want to eventually include in the Report Model.  The
Data Source View (Figure 2) resembles an Entity-Relationship
diagram.  In the Data Source View you can rename the enti-
ties which represent tables or views, rename the attributes
and define relationships and identifying keys. 

Figure 2: A Section of the AdventureWorks
Data Source View

The final step is to actually create the Report Model.  At this
step, you can choose which rules to apply to the model
(Figure 3).  It can automatically create aggregates like sums
and counts and break down dates into date parts.

The Report Model can then be deployed to the Reporting

Services website. To use Report Builder, the user must click on
the “Report Builder” icon in the Reporting Services menu.  The
client workstation must have the .Net Framework 2 installed,
and a Report Builder application is installed on first use.

Figure 3: The Report Model Wizard

Once everything is in place, the user can create reports by
dragging columns names from the Report Model (Figure 4).
They can even set up the report to prompt for parameters,
add grouping levels, sub-totals and totals and publish the
reports for others to view.  Report Builder provides three types
of reports: Table, Matrix and Chart.

Figure 4: Report Builder

The Real Report Model Experience

Unfortunately, creating Report Models for our real databases
proved to be quite a bit more complicated.  One database,
the backend for a suite of legal applications, has hundreds
of tables without primary and foreign keys explicitly defined.
To make a useful data model for this database required
some thought and planning!

23
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The software vendor had provided a CD with screenshots
annotated with the table and column names showing the
source of data for each form.  We met with key members of
the department in charge of the software to find out what
information they were most interested in seeing in reports.   

This database is very highly normalized, and most of the main
tables consist of foreign key columns.  My first attempt at
pulling in all of the tables I would need for the Report Model
into the Data Source View would have been just too difficult
for the users to work with.  They wanted to see the data the
wayw they were used to seeing it.  The Data Source View
piece of the Report Model project lets you create entities
comprised of multiple tables, so I tried that approach to cut
down on the number of entities in the model.  Finally, I real-
ized that this was just too difficult to work with and got a bet-
ter idea.  I took a step backwards and created views in SQL
Server instead.  Because I spend so much time working in the
Query Editor of SQL Server Management Studio, it was the
logical place for me to build the queries.  I was concerned at
first that the performance would be lousy because I was join-
ing so many tables.  Even though the primary and foreign
keys were not explicitly defined the appropriate indexes
were, and performance was fantastic.   I also gave the
columns user-friendly names in the SQL Server views.  That
way I didn’t have to spend much time changing things with-
in the project.  I only had to pull five views instead of fifty or
sixty tables into the model.  The views were so much easier to
work with in the Report Model project than the base tables. 

Conclusion

SQL Server 2005 Reporting Services is a great way to let end
users run their own reports without giving them access to the
underlying data.  It’s free if it is installed on the same box as a
licensed SQL Server 2005, unlike other solutions like Crystal
Reports.  If you want to give your end-users even more power,
you can let them use Report Builder to design their own
reports.  It’s a bit more work initially to set up the required
Report Models, but it’s worth it. As with the database I was
working with, your databases may not be perfect.  I was able
to successfully design the Report Model by using views creat-
ed in the databases instead of tables.
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A common problem in organizations of any size is file tracking.
Finding documents, identifying their authors, the last time they
were updated, and sometimes even their reason for existence
has been a problem for everyone working with technology at
one point or another. 

One of the authors was recently asked by a colleague for an
easy way to track images that support a Geographic
Information System.  The system owner wanted to be able to
query files based on their owner’s recent activity and properties.
Like so many other data problems, SQL Server’s Reporting
Services offered an ideal platform for this basic file manage-
ment problem.

With our very basic tools - Excel, SQL Server, and SQL Server
Reporting Services - we were able to create a system that was
able to support our colleagues’ need for image tracking.  Once
completed, we realized that it could accommodate any kind of
file on a Windows system.  In essence, we had developed a
basic yet robust Electronic Document Management System
(EDMS). 

This article will detail the steps that we took to develop our
EDMS.  This system can be implemented by any moderately
experienced DBA with surprisingly little effort.  The example is
intentionally generic in order to demonstrate the flexibility of the
system.

Step 1: Creating Documents 
(You Can Only Extract what You Put In)

The first step in managing files is ensuring that the files contain
enough information.  All Windows files have properties.  You can
access these properties by selecting the Properties in the File
menu of an open file or by right clicking on a file and selecting
properties from the drop down list.  

You can see Summary Tab in the Properties Window for a file
called 101-DEMO-004.pdf in Figure 1.  The Summary Tab con-
tains a great deal of useful information including the docu-
ment’s Title, Subject, Author, Category, Keywords and
Comments.  Users are allowed to edit this information; it is also
accessible programmatically through Visual Basic and Visual
Basic for Applications (for Microsoft office documents). Fig. 1

As our EDMS is designed to query this information, it is obviously
critical that these fields are accurate and up to date.  We rec-
ommend that a convention be developed to complete these
fields.  For instance, the convention above requires that Title
contain the Title of the form (rather than the document), Subject
contains the type of form (Case Report Forms are used to col-
lect data in pharmaceutical research), Author obviously con-
tains the Author, and Comments contains the processing status
of the document. 

Changing Summary properties is a task ripe for automation.  It’s
a simple matter to create a VBA macro in Word or Excel to auto-
matically change the comment field.  For example, suppose
that you are working with Excel Spreadsheets in a finance
department.  These spreadsheets are reviewed before being
used in monthly financial reports.  You could create a macro
button that changed the Comments property to ‘Reviewed’
when clicked.  This would allow for the document status to be
managed by the user, without the extra steps of opening the
properties and entering data directly.

The General Tab in the properties window will also have very
useful information that can be accessed by our EDMS includ-
ing:  

• File attributes
• File size
• Last modified
• Location

Note that this information does not require user input.  It’s simply
available for use by our EDMS.  Now let’s take a brief look at
directory structure before proceeding to our application.

Step 2: Organize your directories

Directory structures are a complicated topic.  If you have ever
been forced to live with a bad directory structure or (possibly
worse) have been asked to design a good one, you’ll recognize
the importance of a well thought out directory structure.  

We have two recommendations regarding file structure prior to
implementing your EDMS.  First, centralize your files.  For the
EDMS to work efficiently, files should be placed onto a single file-
server or small group of file servers.  Having your files spread out
over too many systems will create unnecessary complexity and
will slow the responsiveness of the EDMS.  Second, standardize
your directory naming conventions.  Such standards will make
EDMS results easier to interpret and they will help users to better
locate files with or without the EDMS. 

USING SQL SERVER REPORTING SERVICES
TO FIND AND MANAGE YOUR DOCUMENTS 

BY: Shawn Calderon and Richard Pless

Figure 1. Summary Tab of File Properties



Don’t worry if your directory structure isn’t yet well organized.
You will still be able to use the EDMS to query files and it can
even be used to help you organize your directories by finding
misplaced files.

Step 3.  Creating a Catalog to Store File Properties

Now, let’s start developing the system itself.  First we’ll need to
pull the file properties that we’ve discussed into a data source
that SQL Server can access. Next we’ll read that data source
into SQL Server and develop a report that accesses the data.
There are two possible approaches to populating a SQL Server
Database with file properties.  The first is to create VBA code to
read the data directly into a database table that will act as your
catalog of file properties.  The alternative is to create that cata-
log in an intermediate format and access that intermediate
data source.  

For the purposes of this example we have chosen to use an
intermediate data source as we had code readily available to
populate an Excel Spreadsheet.  More importantly, it allowed us
to generate the catalog on another server without wasting pre-
cious SQL Server resources.  

Given your time constraints, processing environment, and VBA
expertise, it is possible to skip this step and implement this cata-
log development directly in SQL server.  Bear in mind that this
may have processing implications.  However, for very large
EDMS it may be the only approach if you exceed 65,536 files in
your EDMS (the maximum number of rows permitted in an Excel
Spreadsheet).

To create your catalog in Excel follow the steps outlined below:
1. Create a folder on your desktop called ‘PDFs.’
2. Place a set of example ‘PDFs’ in this folder.
3. Following the instructions in ‘Step 1: Creating Documents’

above to update properties for one of your example PDF
files.

4. Open Microsoft Excel.
5. Hit alt-F11 to open the Visual Basic for Applications inter-

face.
6. Right click on Microsoft Excel Objects > Insert > Module .

Your screen should look like Figure 2. below.

7. Paste the VBA code from Appendix 1 into the Module
code window on the right hand side of your VBA Editor.
Note that this code is a variation of code created by

brettdj.  The original  code (and other great macros) can
be found at the website
(http://www.vbaexpress.com/kb/getarticle.php?kb_id=405
)

8. Select MainExtractData from the drop down list in the
upper right hand corner or scroll to the subroutine
MainExtractData.

9. Save the file as PDFinfo.xls and place it in your PDFs folder
on your Desktop.

10. Close the VBA editor.
11. Select Tools > Macro > Macros.
12. Select the MainExtractData macro and press Run

(Depending on the macro security configuration, this
macro may be blocked.  If the macro is blocked, please
refer to the following link for instructions on how to change
your security configuration. http://office.microsoft.com/en-
us/excel/HA011189901033.aspx)

13. You can specify a period of time you want the macro to
run in or leave it 0 to run until the macro is complete.
Click OK.

14. You will be prompted to choose a folder, select the ‘PDFs’
folder on your desktop.

15. The PDFinfo.xls spreadsheet will populate with the proper-
ties from all of the files in the PDFs folder

16. Remember to save PDFInfo.xls.

That’s all there is to creating a catalog in Excel.  We recommend
reading the VBA code before proceeding to the next step.  It is
fairly straightforward and lends itself well to modification, even if
VBA isn’t your native programming language (or even your sec-
ond programming language).

Step 4: Reading the Catalog into SQL Server

Before we can report on the data using SQL Server Reporting
Services, we will need to move the data into a SQL Server data-
base.  First create a database called dbFileDetails. Next create
a table called tblFileDetails to house your catalog.  The script
below creates the table with the appropriate columns,
datatypes, and lengths:

CREATE TABLE [tblFileDetails] 
([Path] [varchar] (500),
[File Name] [varchar] (255),
[Last Accessed] [smalldatetime],
[Last Modified] [smalldatetime],
[Created] [smalldatetime],
[Type] [varchar] (255),
[Size] [real],
[Owner] [varchar] (255),
[Author] [varchar] (255),
[Title] [varchar] (255),
[Comments] [varchar] (500) )

Once you’ve created your database use the DTS Wizard to con-
nect the PDFinfo.xls to tblFileDetails.  If you are not familiar with
DTS, refer to the following Microsoft article for detailed instruc-
tions.  http://support.microsoft.com/kb/321686.

Step 6: Creating the Report

Now that we’ve populated our table, we’re ready to create our
report.  Before designing the actual report you will need to con-
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Figure 2. Creating the Catalog in Excel Using the VBA Editor
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figure a data source in Visual Studio .NET.  Follow the steps
below to create the datasource:

1. Open Visual Studio .NET 2003.  Select New Project.  For this
demonstration we will name it ‘File Details.’  Click OK.

2. Select Business Intelligence and Report Project.
3. In the Solution Explorer Window, right click on Shared Data

Sources and select Add New Data Source
4. In the Data Link Properties window, select the Connection

tab as shown in Figure 3. below.  Select the appropriate
SQL Server name and enter the table name,
‘dbFileDetails’ under question 3, ‘Select the database on
the Server.’  Click OK.

Now that you’ve configured your data source, you are ready
to create your report.  
1. In the Solutions Explorer Window, right click on Reports >

Add New Report > Next
2. Ensure that the Shared Data Source window reads the

data source name you created earlier.  It should be the
database name you created for your table.  In this exam-
ple the data source name will be ‘dbFileDetails.’

3. Click Next and add the following query text to the Query
string window:
SSEELLEECCTT  **  FFRROOMM  ttbbllFFiilleeDDeettaaiillss

4. Click Next, leave the Tabular button selected and click
Next again.

5. Press the Details button to move all of the fields in the
Available Fields list to the Displayed Fields list.  Click Next.

6. Select Compact style and click Next.

7. Place File Search Report in the Report name field and
select Finish.

Now that you have the basic information in your report, it’s
time to refine your report.

1. Select the Data tab in the upper left corner and replace
the
SSEELLEECCTT  **  FFRROOMM  ttbbllFFiilleeDDeettaaiillss
with 
SSEELLEECCTT          **,,  PPaatthh  ++  ‘‘\\’’  ++  [[FFiillee  NNaammee]]  AASS  PPaatthhFFiilleeNNaammee
FFRROOMM                  ttbbllFFiilleeDDeettaaiillss
WWHHEERREE          ((TTiittllee  LLIIKKEE  ‘‘%%’’  ++  @@TTiittllee  ++  ‘‘%%’’))  OORR

((SSOOUUNNDDEEXX((TTiittllee))  ==  SSOOUUNNDDEEXX((@@TTiittllee))))
OORRDDEERR  BBYY  PPaatthh
This will allow you to display the full pathname to a partic-
ular file as a single field.
Please note that when copying and pasting this Select
statement to Query Analyzer, the single quotes may not
convert properly.  If this should happen, re-add the single
quotes in QA and the statement will execute properly.

2. Select the Layout tab.
3. Select the =Fields!File_Name.Value field and make the

font Blue.
4. Right click on the =Fields!File__Name.Value field and select

properties.  You will see a Textbox Properties window
appear as shown in figure 5 below.

5. Select Advanced >> then click on the Navigation tab as
shown in figure 6 next.

Figure 5.  Report Layout: Textbox Properties Window

Figure 6. Report Layout: Advanced Textbox Properties
Navigation Tab

Figure 4. Report Wizard Design Step

Figure 3. Data Link Properties
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6. Select the Jump to URL: radio button and select
=Fields!PathFileName.Value

7. Click OK
8. Execute the Report by select the Preview tab
9. In the upper left corner, you will see the search field named

Title.
10. Type Demo in the Title box and select View Report

Now the report is ready for deployment.  As you can see the
report lists the details about the file that are available from the
operating system, as well as the user properties that we set on
the document earlier.  This interface allows you the search of
text that may exist in the Title field.  With minor modifications you
can search on other fields as well.

One of the most useful features of this report is the ability to actu-
ally open the file from the report.  Note that the filename is in a
hypertext format.  When you click on the filename the PDF file
will open directly from the user’s browser. 

Conclusion

This article has demonstrated how easy it is to create a basic
EDMS system using only SQL Server, SQL Server Reporting
Services, and Excel.  The final application is useful in real world
environments and requires little maintenance.  We hope that
this article has stimulated the readers’ interest in developing
enterprise applications without necessarily resorting to the pur-
chase of third-party add-ons.

Appendix 1. Excel VBA Code to Create the File Property
Catalog.

Public X()
Public i As Long
Public objShell, objFolder, objFolderItem
Public FSO, oFolder, Fil
Sub MainExtractData()

Dim NewSht As Worksheet
Dim MainFolderName As String
Dim TimeLimit As Long, StartTime As Double

ReDim X(1 To 65536, 1 To 11)

Set objShell = CreateObject(“Shell.Application”)
TimeLimit = Application.InputBox(“Please enter the maxi-

mum time that you wish this code to run for in minutes” &
vbNewLine & vbNewLine & _

“Leave this at zero for unlimited runtime”, “Time Check
box”, 0)

StartTime = Timer

Application.ScreenUpdating = False

MainFolderName = BrowseForFolder()
Set NewSht = ThisWorkbook.Sheets.Add

X(1, 1) = “Path”
X(1, 2) = “File Name”
X(1, 3) = “Last Accessed”
X(1, 4) = “Last Modified”
X(1, 5) = “Created”
X(1, 6) = “Type”
X(1, 7) = “Size”
X(1, 8) = “Owner”
X(1, 9) = “Author”
X(1, 10) = “Title”
X(1, 11) = “Comments”

i = 1

Set FSO = CreateObject(“scripting.FileSystemObject”)
Set oFolder = FSO.GetFolder(MainFolderName)
‘error handling to stop the obscure error that occurs at

time when retrieving DateLastAccessed
On Error Resume Next
For Each Fil In oFolder.Files

Set objFolder = objShell.Namespace(oFolder.Path)
Set objFolderItem = objFolder.ParseName(Fil.Name)
i = i + 1

If i Mod 20 = 0 And TimeLimit <> 0 And Timer > (TimeLimit
* 60 + StartTime) Then

GoTo FastExit
End If
If i Mod 50 = 0 Then

Application.StatusBar = “Processing File “ & i
DoEvents

End If
X(i, 1) = oFolder.Path
X(i, 2) = Fil.Name
X(i, 3) = Fil.DateLastAccessed
X(i, 4) = Fil.DateLastModified
X(i, 5) = Fil.DateCreated
X(i, 6) = Fil.Type
X(i, 7) = Fil.Size
X(i, 8) = objFolder.GetDetailsOf(objFolderItem, 8)
X(i, 9) = objFolder.GetDetailsOf(objFolderItem, 9)
X(i, 10) = objFolder.GetDetailsOf(objFolderItem, 10)
X(i, 11) = objFolder.GetDetailsOf(objFolderItem, 14)

Next

‘Get subdirectories
If TimeLimit = 0 Then

Call RecursiveFolder(oFolder, 0)
Else

If Timer < (TimeLimit * 60 + StartTime) Then Call
RecursiveFolder(oFolder, TimeLimit * 60 + StartTime)

End If

FastExit:
Range(“A:K”) = X

If i < 65535 Then Range(Cells(i + 1, “A”), Cells(65536,
“A”)).EntireRow.Delete

Range(“A:K”).WrapText = False
Range(“A:K”).EntireColumn.AutoFit
Range(“1:1”).Font.Bold = True
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Rows(“2:2”).Select
ActiveWindow.FreezePanes = True
Range(“a1”).Activate

Set FSO = Nothing
Set objShell = Nothing
Set oFolder = Nothing
Set objFolder = Nothing
Set objFolderItem = Nothing
Set Fil = Nothing
Application.StatusBar = “”
Application.ScreenUpdating = True

End Sub

Sub RecursiveFolder(xFolder, TimeTest As Long)
Dim SubFld
For Each SubFld In xFolder.SubFolders

Set oFolder = FSO.GetFolder(SubFld)
Set objFolder = objShell.Namespace(SubFld.Path)
For Each Fil In SubFld.Files

Set objFolder = objShell.Namespace(oFolder.Path)
‘Problem with objFolder at times

If Not objFolder Is Nothing Then
Set objFolderItem =

objFolder.ParseName(Fil.Name)
i = i + 1

If i Mod 20 = 0 And TimeTest <> 0 And Timer >
TimeTest Then

Exit Sub
End If
If i Mod 50 = 0 Then

Application.StatusBar = “Processing File “ & i
DoEvents

End If
X(i, 1) = SubFld.Path
X(i, 2) = Fil.Name
X(i, 3) = Fil.DateLastAccessed
X(i, 4) = Fil.DateLastModified
X(i, 5) = Fil.DateCreated
X(i, 6) = Fil.Type
X(i, 7) = Fil.Size
X(i, 8) = objFolder.GetDetailsOf(objFolderItem, 8)
X(i, 9) = objFolder.GetDetailsOf(objFolderItem, 9)

X(i, 10) = objFolder.GetDetailsOf(objFolderItem, 10)
X(i, 11) = objFolder.GetDetailsOf(objFolderItem, 14)

Else
Debug.Print Fil.Path & “ “ & Fil.Name

End If
Next
Call RecursiveFolder(SubFld, TimeTest)

Next
End Sub

Function BrowseForFolder(Optional OpenAt As Variant) As
Variant

‘Function purpose:  To Browser for a user selected folder.
‘If the “OpenAt” path is provided, open the browser at

that directory
‘NOTE:  If invalid, it will open at the Desktop level

Dim ShellApp As Object

‘Create a file browser window at the default folder
Set ShellApp = CreateObject(“Shell.Application”). _
BrowseForFolder(0, “Please choose a folder”, 0, OpenAt)

‘Set the folder to that selected.  (On error in case can-
celled)

On Error Resume Next
BrowseForFolder = ShellApp.self.Path
On Error GoTo 0

‘Destroy the Shell Application
Set ShellApp = Nothing

‘Check for invalid or non-entries and send to the Invalid
error

‘handler if found
‘Valid selections can begin L: (where L is a letter) or

‘\\ (as in \\servername\sharename.  All others are invalid
Select Case Mid(BrowseForFolder, 2, 1)
Case Is = “:”

If Left(BrowseForFolder, 1) = “:” Then GoTo Invalid
Case Is = “\”

If Not Left(BrowseForFolder, 1) = “\” Then GoTo Invalid
Case Else

GoTo Invalid
End Select

Exit Function

Invalid:
‘If it was determined that the selection was invalid, set to

False
BrowseForFolder = False

End Function
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Introduction
We hear this all the time; “Killing two birds with one stone.”  What if I
say, “Four birds with one stone”?  I am sure four sounds much better
than two.  So, what are my four birds and one stone?

My four birds are four distinctly different outputs generated using
source NorthWind->Orders (Sql Server 2000) and my stone is single
physical Ms Reporting Services .rdlc file, which I am using as tem-
plate to produce different outputs.  This particular say is perfectly
applicable to technique, which I am going to share with you.

The application of technique is not something new; we have all
done same or similar while dealing with reporting of data.  What is
new here is the approach, which I can call reuse of report (as we
commonly reuse the code).

Let us discuss a practical scenario here. If I ask you what kind of out-
put you see in (image 1.0) you would probably say a simple report
listing orders information.  Well, you guessed it right.  What will you do
if end-users want the same report using data grouped by
CustomerID(image 1.1)? In most cases, perhaps you will end up writ-
ing a new report.  In this article I will demonstrate how you can avoid
this and reuse the report to produce different output. 

I assume the reader of this article is comfortable using Visual Studio
2005, C#, Sql Server 2000 and Windows Forms.  Basic understanding
of how report designer works is helpful when working with attached
code. 

Three button technique
Now, to make life a little interesting I added three extra buttons:
Orders by Customer, Orders by City and Orders by Country, to user
interface. These three extra buttons on user interface do not have
any built-in magic; they are just helping me demonstrate the tech-
nique.  So, without keeping you in further suspense:

Remember the game of “spot the difference” from childhood?  May
I ask you to play the same game with Image 1.0 and 1.1?  Sure, they
look different at first; the first image has the title “Orders List,” and the
second image has “Orders by Customer,” and so on…

If we pay close attention, technically the difference is really the out-
put format, and the underlying data is the same (orders informa-
tion).  By this time I am sure most of you got the gist, understood what
my technique is, and how it will help you generate multiple outputs
using dynamic control of report generation.

How can one report produce four different outputs?
Imagine that you have been asked to develop a Sales Order
System; one of the reporting requirements involved is to produce
four different reports to calculate freight that is paid for all shipped
orders.

In a typical scenario you will create four individual reports per the
specification.  Well, nothing wrong with this approach, as we have
done this in the past and will continue to do so.  However, since we
do lot of code reusing, why not try to reuse a report as template and
generate different output.

The quest to reuse report led me to Ms Reporting Service.  I am hav-
ing a fun time doing this report reuse business.  Please allow me to
share this with you with a hope that it helps you the way that it
helped me. 

The key to make your report generate more than one output is some
of the design consideration.  Here is what I did to generate four dif-
ferent outputs from this one report:

Report designs considerations

Careful report design consolidation is required to create a single
reporting template, resulting in different outputs.  We will start by
making use of Table Control. First, we have to identify and lay down
all the detail columns that are common to all outputs.  Please check

DYNAMIC DATA GROUPING
BY: Adif Sayed

Image: 1.0

Image: 1.1

Image: 1.2

Image: 1.3

Image: 1.4
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the report in attached code for details of formatting, etc.

Dynamic data grouping 
If you notice, apart from the detail section the fact that makes all
outputs look different is the way information is grouped together.
Now, you would start to wonder how I could change data grouping
during run time to see different output.

Well, the solution to this problem is introducing some intelligence into
our report, and which rendering engine can leverage on and pro-
duce the desired output.  I am making use of the following two
parameters to pass onto report so it can act differently.

I will make use of parReportType parameter to pass the following
four values: O-Orders, C-Customer, S-City and T-Country. This one let-
ter type (O,C,S,T) provided a dynamic value to group the data
before producing the output.

Our dose of intelligence to report designer is nothing but following
Grouping Expression, which changes data group based on infor-
mation supplied through parReportType:

=iif(Parameters!parReportType.Value = “O”,””,

iif(Parameters!parReportType.Value = “C”, Fields!CustomerID.Value,

iif(Parameters!parReportType.Value = “S”,

Fields!ShipCity.Value,Fields!ShipCountry.Value)))

If you are not sure what iif() is then not to worry, MS Reporting uses
VB.NET syntax for coding expressions and custom code.  If you have
done any custom coding; for example, with Crystal Reports, then
interacting with MS Reporting Services will not be a big deal.

The expression supplies instruction to rendering engine on how to
group and sort the data based on our choice of report selection.  It
starts with checking; if the choice is “O” that means simple output,
not grouping.   Subsequently, check for the rest of the choices and
switch the behavior of report generation.

We need to repeat the same expression in sorting tab of grouping
and sorting properties window.

Handling of group header & footer
We are dealing with three different groups in this report and one
output has no grouping required.  We have to do the following in
order to generate proper group names and to handle visibility prop-
erty of header & footer.

Apply the following expression to group header & footer visibility
property:

=IIF(Parameters!parReportType.Value = “O”, True, False)

The above-mentioned expression will take care of hiding the group
header & footer in case of default report “Order List” selected.

As group changes dynamically, we do have to change the output
to reflect the current scenario.  If user selects “Order by Customer,”
then we have to make sure to change the group header to
“Customer: xyz” and so forth.

Following expression entered as group header title takes care of
dynamically changing the header based on provided grouping cri-
teria:

=iif(Parameters!parReportType.Value = “O”,””,

iif(Parameters!parReportType.Value = “C”,

“Customer: “ & FIRST(Fields!CustomerID.Value),

iif(Parameters!parReportType.Value = “S”,

“City: “ & FIRST(Fields!ShipCity.Value),

“Country: “ & FIRST(Fields!ShipCountry.Value))))

Coding time
So far, so good. We have put all sorts of intelligence into our report
template; we made sure all steps were taken to achieve the desired
result. However, what prompts the report to act in a certain way?
How does the report know - should it generate report based on
Customer or City or should it ignore grouping altogether and pro-
duce plaint orders list?

Now we have done the design part of the report.  Now we have to
provide a mechanism to collect data from Sql Server and bind it to
a reporting engine.  Out of many different ways data can be bound
to a reporting engine, my favorite is using DataSet.

Make sure to have DataSet ready per image 1.7.

I have written a method called loadReport and I am passing a sin-
gle parameter to it as reportType.  I am calling this method from all
four buttons, each time passing a different argument.

Following is the code for the method:
private void loadReport(String reportType)

{

//declare connection string

string cnString = @”Data Source=(local);

Initial Catalog=northwind;” +

“User Id=northwind;Password=northwind”;

//use following if you use standard security

//string cnString = @”Data Source=(local);Initial 

Catalog=northwind; Integrated Security=SSPI”;

//declare Connection, command and other related objects

SqlConnection conReport = new SqlConnection(cnString);

SqlCommand cmdReport = new SqlCommand();

SqlDataReader drReport;

DataSet dsReport = new dsOrders();

try

{

//open connection

conReport.Open();

//prepare connection object to get the data through reader and

Image: 1.5

Image: 1.6

Image: 1.7
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populate into dataset

cmdReport.CommandType = CommandType.Text;

cmdReport.Connection = conReport;

cmdReport.CommandText = “Select * FROM Orders

Order By OrderID”;

//read data from command object

drReport = cmdReport.ExecuteReader();

//new cool thing with ADO.NET... load data directly from reader

to dataset

dsReport.Tables[0].Load(drReport);

//close reader and connection

drReport.Close();

conReport.Close();

//provide local report information to viewer

reportViewer.LocalReport.ReportEmbeddedResource = 

“DataGrouping.rptOrders.rdlc”;

//prepare report data source

ReportDataSource rds = new ReportDataSource();

rds.Name = “dsOrders_dtOrders”;

rds.Value = dsReport.Tables[0];

reportViewer.LocalReport.DataSources.Add(rds);

//add report parameters

ReportParameter[] Param = new ReportParameter[2];

//set dynamic properties based on report selection

//O-order, C-Customer, S-City, T-Country

switch (reportType)

{

case “O”:

Param[0] = new ReportParameter(“parReportTitle”,

“Orders List”);

Param[1] = new ReportParameter(“parReportType”, “O”);

break;

case “C”:

Param[0] = new ReportParameter(“parReportTitle”, 

“Orders by
Customer”);

Param[1] = new ReportParameter(“parReportType”, “C”);

break;

case “S”:

Param[0] = new ReportParameter(“parReportTitle”, 

“Orders by
City”);

Param[1] = new ReportParameter(“parReportType”, “S”);

break;

case “T”:

Param[0] = new ReportParameter(“parReportTitle”, 

“Orders by
Country”);

Param[1] = new ReportParameter(“parReportType”, “T”);

break;

}

reportViewer.LocalReport.SetParameters(Param);

//load report viewer

reportViewer.RefreshReport();

}

catch (Exception ex)

{

//display generic error message back to user

MessageBox.Show(ex.Message);

}

finally

{

//check if connection is still open then attempt to close it

if (conReport.State == ConnectionState.Open)

{

conReport.Close();

}

}

}

Code behind each button is as follows:

private void btnOrders_Click(object sender, EventArgs e)

{

//orders list

loadReport(“O”);

}

private void btnByCustomer_Click(object sender, EventArgs e)

{

//orders by customer

loadReport(“C”);

}

private void btnByCity_Click(object sender, EventArgs e)

{

//orders by city

loadReport(“S”);

}

private void btnByCountry_Click(object sender, EventArgs e)

{

//orders by country

loadReport(“T”);

}

Conclusion
I would love to participate in any discussion regarding the pros and
cons of this approach.  To me template-based approach and
reusability makes more sense than anything else.  Any constructive
criticism is always welcome.

I would leave you with this final thought. If you think that I was wrong
in saying, “Four birds with one stone,” and that I could have instead
said, “Seven birds with one stone,” then you are 100% correct, my
friend.  I would leave it up to you to figure it out. This is a bonus exer-
cise for you if you end up playing with attached code.

Ok, here is the hint: Imagine end user tells you that another three
reports are needed, but this time the details are not necessary.  Just
give me Customer…Freight Total, same for City and Country.
Therefore, the solution is, HIDE THE DETAIL!
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Fast food is no longer the only thing that comes with a super-size
option. In SQL Server 2005, columns can also be super sized due
to the introduction of the MAX Specifier. For previous versions of
SQL Server, if an application allowed for the storage of string data
that would exceed 8,000 bytes, the only option available was to
use the TEXT or NTEXT data type. By using either one of these
data types, common operators were unable to be used and tasks
such as searching and updating data was a complex process. With
the introduction of the MAX Specifier, it is now possible to work
with large objects in SQL Server in ways previously not possible.

With the introduction of the MAX Specifier, there is no longer a
need to perform the complex manipulation of large objects that
require the use of the TEXTPTR operator to determine the pointer
to the value before using a set of specialized commands. 

The following examples show the complexity involved with work-
ing with the TEXT and NTEXT data types as a result of having to
use a different set of operators. The example below illustrates how
to find the first 10 characters for the pr_info column in the
pub_info table:

DECLARE @ptrval varbinary(16);

SELECT @ptrval = TEXTPTR(pr_info)
FROM pubs.dbo.pub_info
WHERE pub_id = ‘0736’

READTEXT pub_info.pr_info @ptrval 0 10;

This example illustrates how to update the first 10 characters for
the pr_info column which is a TEXT data type:

DECLARE @ptrval binary(16)

SELECT @ptrval = TEXTPTR(pr_info)
FROM pubs.dbo.pub_info
WHERE pub_id = ‘0736’

UPDATETEXT pub_info.pr_info @ptrval 0 4 ‘This’



The introduction of the MAX Specifier in SQL
Server 2005 provides the ability for variable
length columns that previously were limited to
8,000 bytes to store large amounts of data. The
introduction also means that the NTEXT, TEXT
and IMAGE data types are candidates for not
being supported in future versions of SQL Server.
It is recommended that the MAX Specifier is
used for storage of large amounts of data.

The MAX Specifier increases the maximum stor-
age capabilities of the VARCHAR and VARINARY
data types up to 2^31-1 bytes and up to 2^30-1
bytes for NVARCHAR. VARCHAR(MAX), NVAR-
CHAR(MAX) and VARBINARY(MAX) are collec-
tively called large-value data types. The MAX
Specifier is in effect, a very large variable length
column. Although the maximum size of the
MAX Specifier is approximately 2GB, the size is
actually the maximum size that SQL Server sup-
ports. In future versions of the product, if the
maximum size supported increases, the MAX
Specifier will automatically be able to support
the size increase without any modifications. To
use the MAX Specifier the word MAX is used in
place of a size when you define a column or
variable. In the following example the
LargeColumn in the LargeDataType table is cre-
ated using the VARCHAR data type and the
MAX Specifier as the size. 

CREATE TABLE dbo.LargeDataType
(

LargeColumn VARCHAR(MAX)
)

There are two ways in SQL Server that columns
defined with the MAX Specifier may be stored.
They can be stored either in a page with the
other columns in a row or alternatively off-page.
When the MAX Specifier is used for a column,
SQL Server 2005 uses its own algorithms to
determine whether to keep the value in line
within the physical record or store the value
externally to the base record and to keep track
of the value by using a pointer.  

SQL Server will store the data as either a VAR-
CHAR, NVARCHAR, VARBINARY or as a Large
Object (LOB). If the length of the column is less
than or equal to 8,000 bytes, SQL Server will
store the data in-page. Where it is greater than
8,000 bytes SQL Server will check the row size
to determine the appropriate storage. If the row
size is less than the size of a page (8060 bytes),
the data values will be stored as in-row data
whereas if the row size is greater than 8,060
bytes, the data values are stored as LOB data
with only a 16 byte pointer stored in the row. It
is possible to override this default behaviour by
using the new table option called “large value
type out of row” so columns defined with the
MAX Specifier are always stored as a LOB. The
following example illustrates how this option
can be enabled by using the system Stored
Procedure sp_tabeloption.

EXEC sp_tableoption
‘dbo.LargeDataType’, ‘large value types

out of row’, 1

When the option is set to 1 (enabled), the data
in columns that have been defined with the
MAX Specifier will always be stored out of row
as a LOB with only a 16-byte text pointer stored
in the row. Text pointers point to the root node
of a tree built of internal pointers that map to
the pages in which string fragments are actually
stored.

The advantage of storing large-value data types
in-row with the other columns in a table is that
SQL Server can return a single row with only one
I/O operation. If the bulk of SQL Server state-
ments do not return large-value data type
columns then the data should be stored out of
row. This allows for a greater number of rows to
be stored on a data page, allowing a greater
number of rows to be returned for each I/O
operation.

Unlike TEXT and NTEXT data types that store the
data off page, it does not matter where the data
is stored for columns defined with the MAX
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Specifier. As no matter where the data is stored
the column can be treated as a standard-vari-
able length-data type. Different operators do
not need to be used and all of the standard
operators can be used. This means that in SQL
Server 2005, there is a unified programming
model for working with regular types and large
objects. The restrictions that previously existed
for the use of TEXT and NTEXT as variables in
Stored Procedures and Functions no longer exist
with large-value data types. The following
example illustrates just a few of the ways that
standard operators can now be used with large-
value data types.

String concatenation can now be used with
large data types. The thing to note with this
example is the use of the REPLICATE function.
The REPLCIATE function returns a character
expression of the same type as the supplied
character expression. If the supplied expressions
are not CAST as a large data type the MAXI-
MUM length of the expression returned would
be 8,000 characters. 

INSERT INTO dbo.LargeDataType(LargeColumn)
SELECT ‘There is lots of data in this row ‘
+

REPLICATE(CAST(‘x’ AS VAR-
CHAR(MAX)), 100000)

Updates can be made directly to large data
types without the need to use the UPDATETEXT
operator:

UPDATE dbo.LargeDataType
SET LargeColumn =
REPLACE(LargeColumn, ‘lots’, ‘lots and lots’)

Standard string operators such as SUBSTRING
can now be used with large data types

SELECT SUBSTRING(LargeColumn, 10, 4)
FROM dbo.LargeDataType

The support for large data types is a valuable
new addition to SQL Server 2005. If you are
designing a new application that needs to store
values greater than 8000 bytes you should use
the new large-value data types. As not only will
the use of large-value data types assist by pro-
viding a unified programming model, it will also
ensure that your application can take advantage
of additional storage in future versions of SQL
Server, allowing you to really super size your
columns.
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